Dan Patch 5k Pace
June 24, 2006
MN 06017 RR
Course: Start westbound on 140th St at Lifetime Fitness. Turn left (N) on Louisiana, across Connelly Pky, then right (E) on
the bike trail. Turn very sharp left (N) when the trail goes north toward McColl Pond. Take that trail to Louisiana, continue
north, then left (W) on Taylor and right (NE) onto the bike trail at McColl. Right (S) on on the bike trail along Dakota, cross
the N entrance to the park, then right (W) on the sidewalk. Left (S) on the bike trail, curving right (N) to go around the ball
diamonds, then finish where two bike trails join.
Start: 140th St about 28 m E of entrance to
LTF N parking lot, exactly in line with SW
edge of asphalt bike trail leading generally
east. See Start Detail.
1 Mi: Bike trail 19 m N of post & sign “D1" at
S end of McColl Pond, near sign “No
Swimming Allowed.”
2 Mi: Bike trail along McColl Dr, about 1/10
mi W of Dakota, exactly 19 m W of sign
“JCT Scott County 27.”
3 Mi: Bike trail around ball fields, between
field 3 & 4, 1 m W of right field fence of field
3.
Finish: SE of ball fields, where bike trail
from the west meets another trail coming
from the north. See Finish Detail.
Race Director: No cones are required to
limit runners' use of the paved surfaces, but
runners will need direction to stay on the
course. In particular, a volunteer should be
stationed where runners turn N off of
Connelly onto the bike trail to prevent
runners from taking an existing short cut
through the grass. Except for the short bit of
sidewalk leading off of Dakota, the race is
measured using roads and bike trails.
Runners may be directed to use other
sidewalks if the police feel it’s necessary,
and if so the course will be slightly longer but
still certified. Measured points are marked in
fluorescent red paint with a line and a
symbol (S, 1, 2, 3, F).
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